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Chapter 5
Preparation for Destiny
The square dances that oppose destiny
I called it a season of dotting the ‘ I's’ and crossing the ‘ T's’. The
revelation released was to prepare me for a destiny with the understanding on
how to stay within the confines of that destiny. The revelation was not only to clear
the way, but also to sustain the way, which then allows me to tap into the continual
outpouring of creative expression, — on heavens behalf

Destiny Approaching
It has been a tough season, especially the last year. I sense that the years
approaching are all about new beginnings. But in order to have that fresh new
beginning I need to somehow leave the past behind; to break away from a past that
seems to hang around like a ball and chain. In order for that to truly happen I need
to forgive all those close to me who have slandered me with their lies and railed
me with their false accusations, along with those who have set me up to save their
own skin. This also includes those; who in their divisive ways, have walked away
with family members. This is huge and it's not going to be an easy task to accomplish, but it is time to move on, — I need to move on.
The reality is that those I forgive today may never change, but this forgiveness has more to do with the change in me. They may continue to walk with blood
on their hands, but I am moving forward with forgiveness. This way the past will
no longer have the power to dictate the present, nor the future of my life. It truly
is time to leave the past, press into the destiny at hand for the approaching season
is about a new beginning, a new adventure, new ground, new ways, new strategies,
and of course new adversaries, sending us into new battlefields giving us new victories. It’s time to spread our wings, get out of the caves and bloom, for the winter season is over, — spring has arrived!
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All past training has been for this fresh new beginning. I need to explore
the adventure that is about to unfold before me, taking new ground in new ways,
for the power of creativity has been released even more. I have become wiser and
new strategies will help me to rise above my new adversaries and I will chart new
victories. Apostolic synergy will rest upon the feet of those who pursue destiny,
and that includes me. The years of hardships will be replaced with favor, and with
that favor I will have the ability to bless those around me. To see those around me
walk in a greater freedom.

Village, Towns and Cities
Last night, another vision, — I was with a group of paratroopers, our
mission was to take back a village and restore the people. As we all jumped off the
back of a military cargo plane, skydiving in formation, I could see the
surrounding jungle as we descended. With parachutes opening in unison, we all
landed in our positions. Then I woke up from the dream. I reflected on how in
sync all the paratroopers were, not only in diving formation, but also in positioning
ourselves around the perimeter of the village. The colors in this vision were some
of the most vibrant I have ever seen. That evening I was reading Isaiah 61; which
talks about opening the prison, proclaiming liberty to the captives, healing the
brokenhearted, rebuilding the ruins, repairing the places of habitation. Instead of
shame upon the captives there will be double honor, and instead of confusion will
be rejoicing, and the land shall possess double. My sense was that the passage
and the vision go hand in hand, and that the vision is about specific people,
villages, and cities that are presently caught up in the jungles of life. I realized
that destiny, and the rebuilding ruins, (mentally, physically, naturally and
spiritually) all work together. The appropriation of lands working in unison with
the supernatural. Heaven working together with mankind could very well be the
defining stamp of the latest apostolic release, for it has everything to do with
community and the releasing of towns, villages and cities from a present darkness
that seems to control our communities. I have to believe that this is where we are
heading, — but only time will tell.
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Don't Worry! Be Happy!
I have to confess that the one thing I constantly worry about is tomorrow.
Heaven says to let tomorrow worry about itself. Tomorrow can take care of itself.
Life is more than worrying about the past or the future. It's about today. The one
thing I know without a doubt is that heaven does watch over me, and that the Lord
has been very good to me. He has plucked me out of many fires and that in it self
is an amazing testimony. My real security is in knowing that his presence surrounds me continually. He does direct my path and he is a light unto my feet. He
knows when I am happy and he knows when I am hurting. The reality is that on
any given day bad things can happen, but I need to continually walk in the good
that heaven has for me today. The vastness of today is like the many colors of the
rainbow. So when it comes to today, the sky is the limit. It's those uncharted waters
that heaven steers me into that makes me so nervous about tomorrow. Again it's
that nervous thing of embracing the unfamiliar. But I need to trust in the fact that
heaven does watch over me, and that they will continue to watch over me. Don't
worry! Be happy!

Restoration of a Nation
While I sat around with friends on a bright and sunny afternoon, an open
vision unfolded. It was a large campfire and the smoke slowly weaved its way
upward. In the sky stood an enormous cloud, an opening broke through the cloud
in the shape of a massive maple leaf. The smoke weaved its way through the maple
leaf and continued into the heavenlies where it reached its final destination, — the
throne of God.
The following night I had a dream of a beautiful lady who looked like a
queen visiting many nations. Heaven then began to unveil the wisdom behind the
vision and the dream. The campfire represented a fragrance. Similar to the fragrance that burned from the temple of Solomon as they worshiped unto the Lord!
It was an amazing fragrance that eventually worked its way up to that heavenly
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throne. In the vision that sweet fragrance; the smoke breaking through the maple
leaf, was coming by way of Canada. Once hitting the throne, God plans to release
a blessing, which is thoroughly intended to bless various nations around the world.
A destiny that heaven has clearly carved out for Canada! Heaven plans to use
Canada in a big way! But the one thing I discerned while watching that smoke hit
the heavenlies was that a lot of work still needed to take place before that blessing
can actually be released. For that fragrance to become sweet, something needs to
be established. To the degree that we take care of whatever it is that needs to be
established, will be the degree of the release! If little is applied then little will be
rewarded. But if everything is taken care of, — big blessings will follow!
Then another dream! A simple one about two birds! The first bird was a
large white bird with a fresh twig in its beak, making its way to some distant land.
The second bird was black and shaped like a thunderbird. Not long after that dream
I found myself on a business trip heading to that very distant land. As I sat by the
oceanfront sipping on my morning coffee, a large white bird lands right in front of
me. Moments later a large black bird lands beside the white bird. With both birds
standing in front of me I started wondering where this was all heading.
I was hired by a company to work with the First Nations people, — to be
that mediator between the First Nations people and those who were interested in
developing First Nation lands. After the introductions I was basically on my own
to come up with a development package that would work for all parties involved,
but most importantly, a package that would benefit the First Nations people!
During those weekly trips I stayed at a house owned by the hereditary
Chief. I would show up Monday morning, spend all week working the development plan and on Friday I would head back home for the weekend. This went on
for months. During that time the Chief and I became very close friends and he
shared much about his people, his lands, and his struggles.
I was shown a First Nations map on how the region was originally divided
between the various Chiefs. As I studied the map I realized that the map looked a
whole lot different than the one I saw at the tourist info center down the road!
Obviously a huge discrepancy!
Word finally got out that a white man was lurking around representing a
private group who were interested in processing the natural resources in that
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region! I was then invited by a First Nation Economic Developer Officer to a
meeting that included 14 Chiefs and many Elders. The topic for the weekend
meeting, — natural resources! Each Chief represented a Band located on that
original First Nation map. As the meeting progressed I felt the frustration as two
governments locked horns. The one government sitting on the right side of the
meeting existed for hundreds of years; the other government sitting on the left side
came by ship a hundred years ago. One had the original map; the other one came
with a new map. One represented the original government and the other came representing a new government. Obviously the weekend meetings did not go well and
when it came to the natural resources nothing was resolved.
Early Monday morning a truck pulled into the driveway where I was staying. It was the hereditary Chief; he invited me to join him for prayer on a moun- tain
not far away. It was a rare occasion, — the Chief rarely invites anybody up the
mountain! I was honored and off I went. The truck worked its way through an old
logging road. I could feel the heaviness of heart upon the Chief as we drove up that
mountain. The weight of his people rested squarely upon his shoulders. Deep
inside he knew that the only resolve for his people was to pray and he's been banging in heavens door for quite some time now!
We finally reached our destination. The truck door pops open and the Chief
grabs his drum and walks over to that familiar part of the mountain that he has
been so accustom to. I saw him reach out to heaven as he petitioned for his people. I headed off to another part of that mountain. I could hear the distant drum
beats of intercession echoing throughout the valley. As I began to pray a hawk hovered above me. Intercession fell upon me for a Chief and his people. Then a vision
appeared. I saw a large group of First Nation people walking in single file.
Hopelessness was upon their faces. That large group had smaller groups within. I
realized that each group represented a past generation. As they slowly walked by
I could clearly see a people stripped from their heritage. A people robbed of their
identity. Then heaven spoke: "As the land has been taken advantage of so have
they been taken advantage of I am now placing new skins on new drums, and
these drums will beat to my heart. The very things that are beating on my heart
will once again beat on theirs. "When I came out of the vision I realize heaven has
a plan, but what could that plan possibly be? As I jumped into the truck with the
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hawk still hovering above, the Chief clearly discerns that I received a vision. He
then tells me that it's more important to walk the vision out than to share it.
That night when I got home I was surprised by a single hawk feather that
rested inside my backpack! As I continued with the land feasibility study I was
amazed at the wealth of natural resources throughout the First Nations land. At the
same time while living at that reserve I could feel the darkness that smothered the
village. A darkness shrouded with depression and suicide, along with fear, loneliness, hopelessness. All these nasty’s have clearly worked their way into the community, and the list went on and on as a people with no real identity tried to live
out there daily lives.
My continued research accidentally led me to a document that gave amazing insight on one of the fourteen treaties that activated this new government. It
was an oral historical document as transcribed at the Supreme Court dated in 1987
of how one of the fourteen treaties was actually handled in 1850. It was an eye
opener when reading about the actual events. The affects on the First Nation people today are a direct result of those treaties. Obviously the course that Canada
needed to take was being defined right before my eyes. The bizarre thing is that
the very land that I came to do the land feasibility study covered some of the same
lands within the 14 treaties. The 14 original chiefs of 1850 were not happy back
then when their treaties were activated. 150 years later the 14 Chiefs that were at
the meeting I attended were still not happy. Now I understood the vision in its
entirety. I also understood that the 14 Chiefs was only a small picture of a much
bigger picture of what is required from Canada.
The Spirit of God then reminded me of a dream where I saw a very large
tepee type building. As I walk into that massive building I saw all the different
tribes. Heaven then crashed into the building with amazing healing. I saw people
delivered from a tremendous darkness. Somehow heaven plans to redeem the First
Nations people. The Father, Son, and Holy Spirit that I have come to appreciate,
are the same ones that the hereditary Chief has come to acknowledge; now I understood the connection!
A few months passed by and I collected a lot of data on self-governance, educational training and business development. The study clearly showed an amazing
opportunity for the First Nation. An opportunity to become totally self sufficient
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through their natural resources, where they are in control of their destiny, along
with a self government to assist them to oversee all their interests! An opportunity to reclaim their identity! This collection of data started to paint an interesting
picture of what the future might look like. I decided to put a visual together by
drafting an architectural drawing of what the land could look like when it's completed. As I was drawing, I feel asleep. I had a dream of a beautiful building with
many rooms. In the center room was a small pool and the water started to overflow. As the water continued to overflow it then overflowed into all the other
rooms. People were now getting their feet wet while the water continued to work
its way out of the building. As the water rose I woke up. I knew the dream was
speaking about the First Nation land.
That night I grabbed the bible to do some reading and when I opened it up;
the next thing I know I'm reading about the dream. Here's what I read in its condensed version. " Then he brought me back to the door of the temple and there was
water flowing from the threshold, — the water was flowing in the right side of the
temple, south of the altar, — and he brought me through the waters, and the water
came up to my ankles. He continued to bring me through the waters and the water
came up to my waist. He continued to bring me and it was now a river that I could
not cross for the water was too deep, water in which one must swim. Then he
brought me and returned me to the bank of the river. When I returned, there along
the bank of the river were many trees on both sides. Then he said to me, - 'This
water flows, when it reaches the sea, its waters are healed, and it shall be that
every living thing that moves, wherever the river goes, will live. There will be a
great multitude of fish, because these waters go there. For they will be healed, and
everything will live wherever the river goes. Along the banks of the river will grow
all kinds of trees for food. Their leaves will not wither, and their fruit will not fail.
They will bear fruit every month because the water flows from the sanctuary. Their
fruit will be for food and their leaves for medicine' "
I closed the book! This passage just described the land and the very people
upon that land! The trees, the fish, the fruit, and the leaves for medicine! But the
passage was also confirming the bigger picture of what God has planned in the
spirit. It just described how the blessing would flow. From the First Nation it will
then flow through Canada where it will then land upon the nations around the
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world! Also whatever was going to be established here will end up being a prototype of things to come. I began to realize the enormity of it all.
After much thought I started to get that hippity- hop off to the birdie boiler
feeling again! I realized that the feasibility land study would end up being the actual battle plans used to overcome the darkness that has stalemated this First Nations
group, a darkness that has staked the ground for some time now. Again it's always
amazing how prophetic intelligence has a way of stirring up the things in the spirit, how it's able to agitate the dark side. Darkness all of a sudden got a little thicker for me. For the next few months I was running into all kinds of nasty situations.
One early morning I woke up starring at the living room ceiling form the
couch I was sleeping on. I instantly got up. It was two in the morning and something just didn't seem right. In the spirit I discerned something big was heading my
way and it was ugly! I stood in the middle of the living room looking at all four
walls. As I twirled around the room I was able to discern what direction this thing
was coming from. I began to pray out loud with hands in front of me as one ready
to protect. I said " Lord, I hope you 're watching all this, something nasty is heading my way and it has that train feel to it! Show me how to pray, direct my prayers
Lord! Don't allow this thing have its way with me Lord! " Instantly I saw a powwow dancer storming up curses. He somehow knew my name. In the spirit I saw
him dancing as he released curses my way. He was relentless! "Lord, do not let him
have his way! Send those assignments back to his camp! Let him know that it's not
me he's battling against, but that it's you Lord! Let the fear of your name come
upon his camp. If you send those assignments back his way Lord I know he will
fear your name. " All of a sudden a peace entered the room and it just kept
coming in	
   waves.	
   Wave after wave I felt the peace of God wash over me. I
slumped back onto the couch. I thanked God for watching over me. He truly is
faithful! As I laid there on that couch, all I could picture was the expression of a
pow-wow dancer's face when he saw all the stuff that he conjured up coming back
his way! Look out train coming through! I laid back on that couch starring at the
ceiling, and with a smile on my face I fell back asleep. A week later I received a
phone call about a pow-wow dancer who ended up in the local hospital, the
doctors couldn't figure out what was wrong with him. Wow! God is faithful!
With the feasibility study now coming to a completion I sat down with the
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First Nation group that I have come to know for the past many months. Upon my
presentation I spoke about their wealth of untapped resources, I spoke about
investors and land developers who are ready to jump on board. I touched on housing, water systems, a recreation facility, a marina, along with the whole tourism
market that's available. The need to get back into fishing and setting up a fish processing plant, and most importantly that building in the very middle that was going
to be an educational training and business development center. A building where
heaven will make its presence known! A building where many around the world
will travel to see the amazing transition! I talked to them about my discussions
with the very government that carved out those 14 treaties on how they are willing to lean towards self government. How they are willing to take the name
"Reserve" off their lands. I left them with a very detail feasibility study. A large
binder with all the information on how to develop their land, their natural
resources, along with all the contact names for breaking ground!
A signed agreement between Council and myself now hangs at my place.
Framed within, — a single hawk feather! Along with a friendship from a Chief
that will last forever! May this be the beginning of something truly amazing!

Restoration of a Classic Vehicle
A number of months ago I started restoring a classic 68 Camaro from the
ground up. All the new parts for this classic car slowly made their way into the
shop. The car was sandblasted; I aligned all the new quarter panels plus restored
the doors to their original form. The strangeness of it all is that year ago I had a
dream that I restored my older brother's vehicle and here I am doing it! Everything
inside me was now telling me that this restoration project was going to be another prophetic adventure. The restoration of an apostolic vehicle as heaven views it
will be similar to the restoration of this classic car. That spiritual insight will
unfold through the natural application. The actual restoration of the one will unveil
the restoration process of the other. Heaven plans to speak volumes through the
process and whatever is spoken will not be by words; another case of the natural
speaking of the supernatural.
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It’s important in any restoration project to outline what the look, the handling, and what the power is going to consist of. With that the metamorphosis of a
classic vehicle begins. In the initial tear down I saw what parts I needed to replace
and what parts I could reuse, along with understanding the extent of the restoration and the modifications needed to make this vehicle truly into a vehicle for
today. I knew that a key part was going to be the alignment from front to back,
because without this, the restoration process would end up being an even bigger
challenge. What is meant to be an adventure could become a continuous struggle
if the misalignment is not addressed.
In this present spiritual season I do feel like I'm going through an alignment
myself. As I allowed heaven to align me more and more, it automatically allowed
me to enter the apostolic process. In a group setting, I can actually see the apostolic alignment unfold before me. As it's revealed more and more, heaven then
aligns me personally into something that is more Christ-like. The two are somehow related. As I allowed the overall alignment process to take its place, I felt a
greater stability, which then allowed me to walk away from the frailties and
flaws from the past. An important element if I am to move forward. As for the
car restoration; the waiting of those parts as they individually show up was a
great frustration. Finally when they did arrive, I was able to move deeper into the
restoration process. During the assembly, I realized every part was as important as
the others. Big or small they all have equal value; new or used they were all needed to complete the restoration. So it is with the unfolding apostolic process, — I
need to patiently wait for all the right parts to come in.
With the 68 Camaro, the biggest challenge was the assembly of the doors
along with the alignment of the windows. This part of the process spoke volumes
about doors and windows in our lives, not only personally, but also in the apostolic
setting. I realized the need to be patient and not to rush the process. Allow wisdom
to have its way as it aligns the beauty within.
The vehicle I began with was a vehicle that most people would have walked
away from. It needed serious work for it had a history of big hits and the evidence
of those hits was very clear as I stripped the vehicle down. The misalignment was
very obvious. The restoration of something from yesterday into something for today
is going to be a bit of a transition. The vehicle of today needs to perform and han118

dle better than it did in the past, and this adds more to the design modifications.
I forced myself to tap into the wisdom of the old along with the wisdom of
the new, and amalgamate the two to define the wisdom for today. With that wisdom I was able to press deeper into the vision for the vehicle. Mentally that was a
big stretch for me and it forced me to tap into the wisdom of others, which finally
directed me to the completion of the restoration. The primary focus for
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restored vehicle was to capture the original pioneering spirit and integrate it with
the power and culture of today. It was obvious that the restoration process plans to
chart into unfamiliar territory, as the vehicle is being restored and transformed. I
have found that entering the unfamiliar is a big part of the creative process. One
never knows what great idea awaits us during the exploration.
Looking at the finished product, I have come to the conclusion that a key
part of the apostolic process is that innovative pioneering spirit, combined with a
refined spirit that can work with the good, the bad, the ugly and the new. What
originally launched me into the restoration adventure was that visual of the finished product and I remember thinking, "Now that is going to be an awesome vehicle." And there she is with all her beauty totally restored. Now I'm only guessing
but I have to believe that God probably says the same thing about us while he's
visualizing that finished product in our unfinished state.

The Religious Distortion
Religious distortion continually leaves its destructive trail as it tries to
engage in people's lives. It's created some of the biggest square dances in my own
life. This distortion packs a lot of power and a lot of deception; so much so that
those walking in it are blinded because of the overpowering false identity that has
shrouded them, which in most cases was birthed out of fear and anger, issues that
were never dealt with. Religiousness in its ugly concealed form, is a term I discovered from those close to me, who twist the things of God to get what they want,
and then present the whole package as something completely influenced by heaven, when in fact it has everything to do with control, positioning, manipulation,
and that ugly thing called self preservation. The masks worn by these dance part119

ners are piety, false humility, and distorted prophecy; prophesying with some
measure of truth, then manipulating and massaging that truth to obtain their
desires. It is that distortion of truth that gives the ugly religious spirit its power,
and it is staggering to see how many are oblivious to this.
One of the big motivators is money, and the prophesying of money, along
with position. With position comes the ability to control and influence. With its
piety it has a way of crushing the spirit on one hand, while encouraging with the
other, only to backhand and crush again. It's a setup for that spiritual deathblow,
— and when that happens, it stands there and proclaims to all that the death was
from one's own doing. This thing is self-righteous and when it speaks it has a way
of twisting everything it needs to its advantage. It presents itself as the wisdom of
God, thereby elevating itself, but only at the expense of others. Accountability is
not on the top of its list. Taking ownership only happens when there is personal
glory. It has a way of playing with the emotions of others. When it speaks,— it’s
on the good it has accomplished. Others who have helped are only mentioned after
it has been recognized for its good deeds first. When it all goes bad it will ultimately sacrifice someone to preserve its image. This is all done in the name of religion
and with false humility. Those who walk in it, to whatever degree, actually feel
God motivates them. Being deceived, they deceive others.
But to those who are awakened, God uses this display of religiousness as
examples of what not to do. If you find yourself faced with this deception, the best
thing is just to be silent and to walk away and not look back. Why? Because in most
cases, when confronted, this cornered rat starts lashing out with everything it has, and
with every bit of trash it has on you. And before you know it everybody is trash talking. Reality is that the person that we walk away from is probably blinded from the
hurtful spirit they walk in. I've come to realize that when we walk away, we're not
really walking away from the person, but from that ugly religious spirit, even though
the two are one, — for now. There's always a chance for redemption to work its way
through, — so love the one but do away with the other.
Now if that spirit has become a part of us, and we've become the one who is
deceived, then we need to start dealing with the real issues at hand. Those issues are
most likely control issues, anger issues, and fears that have activated all the strategies
towards self-preservation. Now is the time to shake all those issues loose and
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step aside from the false identity that we've allowed to mask our true identity. The
ultimate test of truly knowing if we've been deceived is to ask that one simple
question: Am I willing to serve others? And when asking that question look behind
and see if there's a body count, for there lies the real answer to the question. If
there is a body count then that count could very well be the people that we've
stepped upon to get to where we are today, — a body count of sacrifices made to
preserve that false image.

Police Roadblocks
The paratrooper dream finally turned into a reality. I was stationed at an actual village; like coming out of the sky, this job as project manager came out of
nowhere. Heaven was on the move and my team and I were on the move. But we hit
a major roadblock. A key person from head office decided to step into that self
preservation mode and he was now looking for a sacrifice to help in the cover-up. But
days prior heaven sent me a dream to warn me of the upcoming events. In the dream
I found myself driving through a village when all of a sudden I came upon a neighborhood roadblock. As I looked around the many roadblocks posted throughout the
village surprised me. For some unbeknown reason police were removing people
from their vehicles. Then a tow truck showed up to take my car away. I threw the car
in reverse and slowly backed away. Because of the present restrictions, the
villagers were now getting worked up. All the villagers were dressed in white and
within the white were all the colors of the rainbow, each rainbow having a different
design. Those doing the policing were constantly throwing stones at those who were
dressed in white. Throughout the village freedom fighters were trying to overcome
the surrounding roadblocks, as they fought for their freedom. Running with the
freedom fighters from road block to roadblock, dodging stones, — I suddenly
woke up trying to catch my breath as my heart pounded away.
I realized the dream had a twofold message. On one hand heaven was clearly warning me of the upcoming events, but on the other hand the Kingdom of God
was painting a much bigger picture, for that much bigger application. The natural
was once again speaking of the supernatural, the visible speaking of the invisible,
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along with the present speaking of things to come.
The policing in the dream obviously represented the law. In the Old
Testament the law was meant to tutor us into something much better, which was to
bring us to the grace of God through Jesus Christ, — The New Testament. Jesus
demonstrated the Fathers Kingdom along with the surrounding presence of heaven that came with that Kingdom. Once caught up in the presence of that Kingdom
one automatically finds themselves wanting to do the right thing, — a given
when you're wrapped up in His presence. You just want to do the right thing. With
that positioning, the tutor has clearly done its job. It steered us into an even better
deal than the one we had!
With respect to the village, there were amazing events designed to tutor the
community into an extraordinary season, which was to manifest both in the natural
and the supernatural. But instead of the tutor accepting its role in facilitating the
release, the tutor turned into policing for reasons of self-preservation and position, —
an example of the law being pharasitical.
What the dream was trying to reveal was that the latest events upon this specific community was to tutor them into the approaching season of apostolic release, a
release where the apostolic government, also known as the Kingdom of heaven,
begins its natural descent. Any of the ugly heads of fraudulent policing propping
up needs to be halted. Policing will directly affect the release. If we are to feel the
full impact of heaven then we have to remove ourselves from any desire to police the
coming season. Do not police but release. Those doing the policing were convinced it
was the right thing to do when in reality the misuse of authority allowed them to cloak
their hidden motives along with all the hidden personal issues. The stones thrown
in the dream are the twisted interpretations of prophetic revelation used to secure
their positions. And for the sake of preservation this misplaced authority now comes
with disruptive force. In the bigger picture the struggle is between what man
wants to preserve, versus what heaven wants to release. One is misuse of
authority while the other is true authority. One is trying to control while the other
is trying to walk in freedom. One is manipulating the promise while the other
realizes the fullness of all the promises. The dream was a demonstration of what
happens when you have no true understanding of proper authority.
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Well a few days latter I was hit with an actual roadblock. I realized the dream
was a warning. It was now a real life situation. As in the dream I needed to back away
from the roadblock of false authority. I needed to humbly lay low from any wrongful
reaction. As I did, the spirit behind the policing threw some very vicious stones of
self-preservation and stones of position, all fueled by the power of false accusations
and the twisting of words. Even those witnessing it saw the brutality of those
stones as they were being hurled for they knew the truth. The tutor had turned into
policing right before our very eyes. As I backed away from responding I was
embraced by the group who were all part of a team working towards freeing their
community up from a history of roadblocks. Like in the dream they were the
freedom fighters for this community. They were the people of promise and of
vision. When the casting of stones came to an end I realized how divisive that
strategy was to derail the full measure of what heaven had planned for that
community. But most importantly the team, which included the mayor of the
community to the local worker, all saw the ugly side of manipulation, control and
self-preservation. We need to guard ourselves from all this and get on with the
releasing so that the full measure of heaven can land in our communities. When we
police we hinder the team that was designed to move everything forward. What we
end up with is the scraps from a banqueting table that rightfully belongs to us.

Deceived by Debt
In the past many years heaven has spoken very clearly about our need to
get out of overwhelming personal financial debt. I realized from my own past
experiences how financial debt was able to keep me from the freedoms heaven had
for me. The original call was to steer us into removing the handcuffs of financial
debt. It was an opportunity for us to deal with our debt so that we could fully
accept the apostolic freedoms that await us. With those freedoms we become
ambassadors in defining the coming apostolic as outlined by heaven and so I spent
many a years processing my personal debt.
Now having walked over the threshold of apostolic timeline, pursuing the
apostolic model before me, I clearly see that the policing I encountered in my earlier roadblock had a lot to do with people making decisions while smothered in
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financial debt. Personal debt not properly handled has a way of affecting our lives,
and those who have overwhelming personal debt will be subconsciously governed
by it as it attempts to govern those around them. While posted at the very forefront,
it has the potential to dilute the apostolic process. Those who are in some type of
a leadership role while smothered in debt have the potential to dilute and hinder
the apostolic process. That's because debt comes with a cluster of uglies giving it
the power to influence.
That amazing piece of revelation gave me insight on my present situation.
A situation where I have found myself under the gun while trying to move forward
with someone who is flooded with overwhelming debt. With such subtlety, the tentacles of control, preservation, accusation, manipulation, along with that big ugly
one called position, have all crawled into the arena, dragging me towards the sacrifice table. Overwhelming debt has a way of inviting these bad boys.
While this jockeying of position filters into the opening season, the apostolic is initially weakened by the intense opposition through the very ones who are
claiming to be the captains of a heavenly kingdom here on earth, - sacrificing
those around them as they try to sustain their positions while smothered in debt. I
now understand why I had this feeling as one being dragged to the table. Why I'm
facing this roadblock. But I have also come to understand that those who are doing
the policing have been offered a window towards accountability along with the
extended time to navigate that which has been placed in their hands into the right
direction. On the flip side of misunderstanding are those who truly understand.
These are the very ones who have found themselves becoming the sacrifice. For
all the right reasons they will allow themselves to go through the process for the
greater good knowing that any level of sacrifice will be good for the many. They
will not walk in the same spirit as their accusers. I realize the greatest historical
betrayal of all also had to do with money in the midst of policing, the sacrifice
that followed ended up being the greatest good for all of mankind.
Only those who have allowed themselves to go through the past many
years processing their debt will have an amazing opportunity to walk powerfully
in the present apostolic season as it unfolds before them. A season where they will
eventually see the religious waters part, giving them access to all that heaven has
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for them. The real scary thought about all this jocking is that those who are determined to police are actually contending against the apostolic process that heaven is
really excited about. For those contending, — you may want to rethink that!

Fasting Gone Wrong
The spiritual fast, when done right, can create some amazing results. Done
wrong, it's down right controlling and manipulating, and it undermines everything
in its path. I have learned that fasting was never intended to expand our own kingdom, nor was it designed for personal gain. It was to expand the Father's Kingdom,
expand his family and take care of the Bride. It was never meant to force the hand
of God; it was meant to force the heart of God, causing those things upon his heart
to manifest. Those who promote fasting and use it for personal gain are totally
convinced that the idea came by way of prophetic revelation, then manipulate by
massaging the results to strengthen their position in the public eye. Directly or
indirectly, money usually is the focus for this type of fast. Not that there is
anything wrong with money, but the primary focus here should really be on the
things that are tugging on the Father's heart. The most effective fasts I have
witnessed where the focus has been on the brokenhearted, the crushed in spirit,
the fatherless, the poor, and the lonely. Jesus saw the importance of money as
according to his Fathers Kingdom, — He had a thief carry his.
The fast for personal gain is appealing. The one doing this type of fast
has dodged a vital step in the refinement process in his character. On one hand he
is very likable, but he leaves a path of destruction behind him. His desire is to build
some sort of network and team, but his attempts never pan out, and there is no
staying power in his teamwork. He is fueled by his drive to fulfill his position,
which may have been prophesied in times past, and as a controller, he is determined to fulfill that prophesied position. Heaven's attempts to complete the refinement process on his character are continually thwarted because he has totally convinced himself that he is on the right track. Oblivious to the body count behind
him, he presses onward. He is only accountable to himself. Why? Because he sees
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himself as one of the key voices sent from heaven, and if you contend with him
then you are contending with God. This makes for great one-way conversation.
Heaven has sent him many good men for that very important wake-up call, only to
be trampled as he pursues his destiny while fasting. Color blind, he sees all these
red flags as green lights and so he presses on with even greater determination.
I have seen the catastrophic results of men trying to dance out their own
destinies while manipulating their fast. I have become the wiser and now when I
see those dancing boots making those pretty moves, — I get out of the way!

The Glory
I am more convinced even now that the glory cloud that we've read
about in the past is wanting to land once again in a big way during this
approaching renaissance of an amazing apostolic season. The unfolding of it
will be for this present generation. How it lands, — I don't really know. Will
it look like an actual cloud? Well I'm not sure but it will come with an
amazing aroma and an awesome presence. Reality is that it's probably not going
to come anywhere close to how some perceive it will come. The scary thing is
that those who feel prepared for it, and those whom assumed the position for it,
will most likely end up being spectators as they watch the glory go by. It's those
that have already packaged it, and now feel they are the chosen ones to
unpackage it, that will most likely miss it. The reason being is that the apostolic
as heaven unveils it, and the coming glory how heaven unfolds it all work hand
in hand. There has to be an alignment of the two. For what is about to unfold is
very unfamiliar and it will come with the element of surprise.
The present day model of the apostolic is in somewhat of a dysfunctional
state. The many reasons is because of prophets and others who have assumed the
leadership; controlling the duties of an apostolic model that is trying to break out
with plumb-line accuracy. People have not quite caught on with the apostolic
process as heaven has intended for today. A key element of the true apostolic
model is the ability to make the five-fold teamwork. An anointing giving someone the natural ability to make things flow. Like a conductor of an orchestra, he is
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able to set everything in motion. The apostolic of today has everything to do with
teamwork, and I'm not referring to the teamwork behind the business model that
we have been so easily captivated with. This conductor, shaped by heaven, may
not even call himself an apostle, he might even dislike the very title, but he completely understands how all things function and how all things work together.
Presently, we have apostles who are being policed by those who have
assumed the apostolic position, but it's the true apostles that keep everything moving forward. They are hands on and they are called to creatively express. When
others who are not called, assume the position of apostolic authority, then the
whole apostolic process starts to head down the garden path, and then things start
to get a little bizarre. It's that flip-flop approach that has given the apostolic its
present form. It may look like the real deal but in many ways it will be powerless,
always wondering why it's not able to get down the track to the finish line.
With this apostolic form, the glory cloud has nowhere to really land in
the measure it desires. This form will say and do all the right things but it will
miss that aroma and presence. The favor of God has been replaced by the
political punch and the appropriation of lands will have more value than the
people. When in reality the appropriation of lands has everything to do with the
people! Those appropriating the land as a business deal will perceive this
appropriation as the favor of God. It's those very ones who have stamped out their
own business cards that feel they are the chosen ones for such a time as this.
Reality is that the very ones that God has chosen are the very ones that He’ s
presently trying to drag out of the caves. It's these obscure ones that He has
personally trained in the wilder- ness. These are the ones familiar with the
presence of God. Heaven is clearing the way and pushing them forward.
Even now the very fringes of the coming glory are upon us. It is the
invisible part of that coming glory that is aligning us for the visible tangible glory
that is about to follow. God's focus is to align all things and prepare us with the
full measure of the coming visible glory, and that glory will absolutely stun the
world. The glory that came into Solomon's temple was so vastly different than
the glory that came in that little manger, but it was the same glory. So will it be
vastly different in our time. Why I am saying all this? Well if ever there was a
time for us to discern the coming events, — now is the time!
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